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ARTFLAKES INTEGRATES INSTAGRAM
Hashtagged mobile photography instantly published in community

marketplace

BERLIN — 27 September 2012— ARTFLAKES, the community marketplace for art prints
and posters, today announces full integration with Instagram. Artists with a community
profile can now directly publish their Instagram images on ARTFLAKES by tagging them
with either #af or #artflakes.

These hashtagged Instagrams will then be immediately available in an artist's
ARTFLAKES gallery. When linking an Instagram account to their ARTFLAKES community
profile, artists can select up to 50 old Instagrams to upload in a single import. They can
also choose to forego hashtagging altogether and from then on, automatically publish
every Instagram to ARTFLAKES.

Increasingly popular, mobile photography will now be available alongside a broad selection
of stunning images in the ARTFLAKES marketplace. Art lovers can purchase Instagrams
on ARTFLAKES as professional gallery prints, framed art prints, high quality canvas prints,
stunning posters, and even as greeting cards, all hand-crafted in Germany or the US.

Coinciding with the Instagram integration, ARTFLAKES is also improving the user
experience for its artist community. An upgraded community interface provides a more
intuitive way to like images and follow other artists. Facebook sign-in allows artists to more
easily promote their ARTFLAKES image gallery in their social network. Also, to mark the
integration with Instagram, artists can invite friends to join the community and earn
ARTFLAKES marketplace credits when their friends register.

“At Artflakes, we believe everyone's an artist,” said Niklas Bolle, CEO of ARTFLAKES.
“Mobile photography is one of the most accessible art forms out there, and over 100
million Instagram users enjoy sharing their creativity on-the-go. Integrating with the most
popular photo-sharing social network is a logical step for Artflakes to better support the
growing mobile photography community, and to continue offering stunning images to art
lovers everywhere.”

About ARTFLAKES

ARTFLAKES, the community marketplace for art prints and posters was launched in
November 2010. Believing art is for everyone, ARTFLAKES provides a creative platform
for artists and transforms digital images into high quality handcrafted gallery prints, framed
art prints, canvas prints, posters and greeting cards. The Berlin-based startup hosts an
ever-growing selection of over 620,000 paintings, photographs, graphic designs,
illustrations – and now mobile photography. With over 41,000 artists, the ARTFLAKES
community encompasses individual artists and partner collections including National
Geographic and Lonely Planet. Since 2010, ARTFLAKES has received funding from Berlin
VC firm IBB Beteiligungsgesellschaft.
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